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Dear Alan,

During the many years of your involvement 
with Be’eri as a friend, supporter, mentor, and 
leader, we saw the program become a central 
movement in the Israeli education system. 
Now, we stand at the forefront of pluralistic 
Jewish educational thought and activity on a 
scale we could only have dreamed of when 
we began our journey together.  The wisdom, 
sensitivity, and constructive criticism with 
which you helped us to direct the program as 
chairperson of the Be’eri Steering Committee 
have been central in enabling us to realize 
our joint goal. Your continual support and 
encouragement have given us the strength 
to move forward and never stop creating. 

Our sages teach: 
   ”לֹא עָלֶיָך ַהְּמלָאכָה לִגְמֹור, וְלֹא אַָּתה ֶבן חֹוִרין לִָּבֵטל ִמֶּמּנָה“
“You are not required to complete the task, 
yet you are not free to withdraw from it.”
We are confident that you will continue to 
walk with us for years to come. 

In recognition of the vital role you have and 
continue to play in the Be’eri program, we have 
created the Feld-Fisher scholarship, which will 
enable the graduate of a Be’eri high school to 
participate in Hevruta, the Hartman Institute 
pre-army/gap-year program. The scholarship 
will be awarded annually to an outstanding 
Be’eri graduate in need of financial assistance.

Be’eri is pleased to welcome Mr. Igal Jusidman, 
CEO of Keren Daniel, as the incoming 

chairperson of the Be’eri Steering Committee. 
Keren Daniel has been a significant partner 
and supporter of the Be’eri program since 
2010 and has been instrumental in founding 
the Be’er Sheva and Karmiel branches of the 
Be’eri School for Teacher Education and in 
developing the Be’eri Municipal partnerships 
in Be’er Sheva and Nazereth Ilit. We thank Igal 
and Keren Daniel for their support and look 
forward to continuing this important journey 
together.

Dani Elazar, Ariel Picard, Rani Jaeger, 
and the Be’eri Team
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The Be’eri Ecosystem

Be’eri influences students and teachers 
through a holistic combination of components:
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The Min HaBe’erot Partnership for Jewish-
Arab Education, launched in December 2014, 
promotes coexistence by bringing together 
principals of different faiths in northern 
Israel to address issues related to their 
shared background as citizens of the State 
of Israel. Through the study of traditional 
Muslim, Christian, and Jewish texts, Min 
Habe’erot strengthens personal identity, 
social and moral values, and mutual respect, 
empowering educators to forge a cultural 
identity based on respect for oneself and for 
the other.  Enhancing the commitment of each 
group to its own heritage makes religion and 
heritage the basis for dialogue and connection 
between people a common denominator, not 
a differentiator.  

Running through August 2015, the pilot 
program for school principals comprises twelve 
days of seminars, with the opening and closing 
sessions taking place at the Hartman Institute 
in Jerusalem. All other meetings take place 
in northern Israel in close proximity to the 
participants. Each five-hour session includes 
one or more lectures, discussion, and study of 
traditional Islamic, Christian, and Jewish texts 
and philosophical literature. Study is guided 
by Muslim, Christian, and Jewish faculty and 
facilitators. 

Dr. Zvika Reiter, principal of Reut, a Jewish 
School of the Arts in Haifa, expressed how 
these meetings have helped him find sanity 
in the midst of a very tense reality, calling 

Min Habe’erot (From Our Wells)
Be’eri Partnership for Jewish-Arab Education in Israel
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the program “an island of sanity.” Dr. Rieter 
writes: “I have the honor of studying with a 
peer group of Muslim, Christian, and Jewish 
school principals and educators, sponsored 
by the Hartman Institute’s Be’eri program this 
week. The program brings together principals 
from diverse backgrounds and faiths for joint 
study. We discussed the value of life and man. 
I learned that Islam and Christianity also 
believe that man was created in G-d’s image. 
Together we studied each other’s texts, and I 
was thrilled by the shared experience. It was 
as if we found an Island of sanity in the midst 
of a chaotic Middle East and world.” 

Working with the educational faculties in 
partner schools, as well as directly with 
students, Be’eri is transforming coexistence 
education into a meaningful part of the 
curriculum and school culture, leading to a joint 
commitment to create a unified citizenship 
in the State of Israel. Tamam Wakiddabbah, a 
Muslim school principal says: “Min Habe’erot 
has helped me keep my serenity among 

all violent waves of racism and aggression 
locally, regionally, and globally.  That serenity 
is essentially needed for a junior-high school 
principal who is mainly responsible for 
nurturing new generations year after year. 
Before joining this humanistic program, I felt 
alone and very often too weak to lead my staff 
and community in paths against racism and 
violence. It was like swimming against strong 
streams.
This program has given me more reasons to 
continue my path towards real peace. It has 
offered me the partners and the much needed 
emotional-religious strength. Thanks to the 
innovators, to those who donated and to those 
who worked this valuable program out.”

Min HaBe’erot has already begun garnering 
support from governmental partners in the 
Ministry of Education, who are working with 
Be’eri to recruit future cohorts of principals. 
President Reuven Rivlin has expressed his 
support for the initiative and is scheduled to 
meet with the group in April 2015. 

The Be’eri-Israel Scouts Partnership is a 
pluralistic educational program for youth-
movement leadership that aims to transform 
Jewish-Israeli identity among local youth. This 
partnership is a unique opportunity for Be’eri 
to work with informal educators to create a 
curriculum based on Jewish and democratic 
values that addresses issues that Israel faces 
today.

The goal of the partnership is to infuse the 
culture of Israel’s largest youth movement 
with a sense of Jewish identity, social action, 
and leadership that will empower participants 
– scouts and the movement’s leadership – to 
feel a greater sense of identification with 
their religious and national identities and 
democratic values. The Scout’s-leadership is 
dedicated to implementing the pluralistic, 

Be’eri and Israel Scouts Launch Partnership 
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values-based curriculum and approach to 
experiential educational activities.

Launched in Spring 2014, the first year of 
the program was successful in creating 
a meaningful partnership and laying the 
groundwork for engaging Scouts’ leadership 
in the thought process necessary for 
repositioning Jewish culture and education 
within the youth movement. The partnership 
faced the dual challenge of overcoming 
wariness toward Jewish “religion” coupled 
with a strong affinity to “Scouts tradition.” 
Raising the level of Scouts leaders’ comfort 
with Jewish values, texts, and tradition has 
encouraged them to take ownership of Jewish 
ideas and their own Jewish heritage. The 
result is a real partnership in the creation and 
implementation of this joint vision.

In addition to running full-day seminars for 
national and regional management teams and 
educational directors, Be’eri facilitators served 

as content advisors in a two-day curriculum-
writing workshop focusing on Jewish-
Israeli identity. This year, seventeen Scouts 
educational coordinators are participating in 
the annual Be’eri School for Teacher Education 
experiential educators track in Jerusalem. We 
are now beginning to receive requests from 
Scouts around the country to facilitate Beit-
Midrash style learning activities, which in the 
past were foreign and intimidating to this 
audience. 

Reli Israeli, Scouts national head counselor, 
says: “Be’eri” staff led us in exploring the 
meaning of Jewish-Israeli identity in our 
secular world, which cannot focus on teaching 
Torah, halacha, and mitzvot. Brainstorming 
with the Be’eri team helped us to deal with 
this challenge. We were given the space we 
needed to grapple with the subject, make 
informed decisions, and choose an authentic 
educational direction.”

Be’eri’s informal education initiatives create 
a complete ecosystem in which pluralistic 
Jewish-Israeli culture permeates students’ 
lives beyond the classroom. Be’eri’s success 
in engaging informal educators within the 
educational system has motivated us to go a 
step further in creating extracurricular training 
and teaching methodologies that inspire a 
culture of Jewish renewal among Israeli youth, 
educators, and professionals. 

The Informal Educators Track run by the Be’eri 
School for Teacher Education familiarizes 
informal educators with Jewish-Israeli identity 
through text-based study of Jewish great 
books and Beit Midrash-style learning. In a 
series of monthly seminars, participants learn 
to tailor informal Jewish identity educational 
components such as field trips and cultural 

activities (e.g., Batei Midrash, music, cinema, 
and theater) to high school groups. 

This combination of training and innovative 
curricula enables informal educators to 
understand and internalize the importance 
of their mission; strengthen and define the 
Jewish spirit of their schools, youth groups, and 
communities; and reach students in all aspects 
of their lives. The training has already proven 
to be a success.  Participants have found it to 
be so inspiring and beneficial that they have 
requested that additional days be added to the 
course, on their own private time. 

To augment training for informal educators, 
Be’eri creates dedicated platforms such as 
VOD Yehudi, which provides teachers with easy 
access to a specially curated library of modern 

Be’eri Expands into the Field of Informal Education 
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From Be’eri to Hevruta

The Hevruta gap-year program,  a collaboration 
of the Shalom Hartman Institute and Hebrew 
College, is the first fully integrated gap-
year program for North American and Israeli 
student leaders from a diverse range of Jewish 
backgrounds and perspectives. Twenty North 
American and twenty Israeli high school 
graduates are chosen to participate in the 
program each year. Encouraged by their 
teachers, local informal educators, and their 
own interest in Jewish-Israeli identity, many 
of the Israeli applicants were students in the 
125 Israeli high schools that are involved in 
the Be’eri program. 

In the recent screening process for the 2015-

2016 school year, directors of the Hevruta 
program found that the strongest Israeli 
candidates in terms of Jewish-Israeli identity 
education and familiarity with Jewish great 
books were graduates of Be’eri schools. This is 
an indicator attesting strongly to the program’s 
success in influencing secular Israeli youth to 
embrace their Jewish-Israeli identity. 

Rabbi Leon Morris, Shalom Hartman Institute 
of North America Vice President for Programs 
in Israel and Co-director of the Hevruta Gap-
Year Program, says “Some of our best students 
of classic Jewish texts came to us from Be’eri 
schools. The Jewish character of our pre-army 
/ gap-year program is influenced in no small 

than 250 educators and facilitators. The pilot 
project launched with 15 movies. Significant 
expansion to a much larger set of films is 
planned for next year.  

Israeli and global films relating to challenges 
in Jewish identity and Jewish and democratic 
values. The continually expanding VOD Yehudi 
film collection is currently being used by more 
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degree by the sense of ownership of Jewish 
life and tradition that Be’eri instilled in these 
students during their high school years.”

Another significant factor indicating the 
success of the Be’eri program is that Be’eri 
graduates are choosing to participate in 
programs such as Hevruta after high school 
to continue growing and learning about their 
Jewish-identity and heritage.

Adi Farkash a Be’eri graduate, says: “I graduated 
from the Be’eri program in Haifa. My studies 
in the program led me directly to the Hevruta 
pre-army program at the Hartman Institute. 
Up until high school, I believed that Judaism 
was comprised of events that happened to our 
people thousands of years ago which did not 
seem relevant to me. At the beginning of tenth 
grade, the Be’eri program had an enormous 
influence on me. Suddenly, I realized that 
this group of Jews, who I felt were related 
to me coincidentally, had so much to offer 
me personally and to the development of 

the modern Jewish nation. I went through 
the very enlightening process of discovering 
that Jewish sources contribute to many 
aspects of the political spectrum, that there 
is considerable room and respect for different 
opinions, and that the ponderings of the 
rabbis throughout the ages relate not only to 
Orthodox Jews, but to everyone who has lived 
long enough to understand the complexity of 
life. Three years after I set out on this amazing 
journey, I discovered that I had the opportunity 
to continue it. I didn’t doubt for a moment that 
Hartman was the next stop on my journey 
towards Jewish tradition.”

The intersection of these two programs has 
become so significant that starting this year, a 
scholarship will be awarded to an outstanding 
Be’eri graduate interested in participating in 
the Hevruta pre-military program in need 
of financial assistance. The Feld-Fisher 
Scholarship for Be’eri School Alumni was 
created in recognition of outgoing Be’eri 
Steering Committee Chairperson Mr. Alan Feld. 

For more information on Hevruta; visit hevrutagapyear.org.
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In February, Modi’in eighth graders launched 
a project with the Modi’in Municipality, Be’eri, 
the Department of Social Education, the 
Orim program, and the Rochester-Modi’in 
partnership. The goal of the program was to 
encourage the connection between students, 
their city, and the community by learning about 
Israeli culture through the values expressed 
in Ethics of the Fathers (Pirkey Avot) that deal 
with cultural controversy, courage, caring, 
responsibility, and community action projects.

The project consisted of three parts - text 
study, translating texts into social action, 
and a creative component which brought the 
process that the students experienced into the 
public sphere. The organizing team felt that it 
was crucial for the project to be clearly based 
on the values learned and to have a significant 
physical presence. 

All Modi’in schools – secular and religious–
participated in the project, each one choosing 

a value to showcase in the creative component 
of the project, in which students designed a 
park bench that could be displayed in a public 
place. 

A class that chose “courage” created a bench 
with a flow of alcohol bottles on one side 
with one water bottle coming toward it on 
the other. This signified having the courage to 
stand up to peer pressure. Another class chose 
to reflect “conflict” in a bench designed to look 
like a seesaw, signifying the finding of common 
ground. The designs that emerged from the 
project were imaginative and inspiring in their 
portrayal of the values learned.

The Modi’in Municipality has committed to 
showcasing the benches designed by the 
students in a city park. The model bench 
exhibition was attended by hundreds of 
Modi’in citizens, as well as Mayor Haim Bibas. 

Modi’in Community Identity Program
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Be’eri thanks the many dedicated partners who help make our ongoing 
efforts possible:

Canadian Friends of 
Shalom Hartman Institute
8888 Blvd Pie IX
Montreal, QC H1Z4J5
info@cfshi.org

Shalom Hartman Institute
11 Gedalyahu Alon Street
Jerusalem 93113 Israel
Tel: +972 2 567 5320
Fax: +972 2 561 1913
shi@shi.org.il

Shalom Hartman Institute 
of North America
One Pennsylvania Plaza, Suite 1606
New York, NY 10119
Tel: +1 212 268 0300
Fax: +1 212 239 4550
info@shalomhartman.org

About the Be’eri Program
The Be’eri Program for Jewish-Israeli Identity Education trains educators, creates innovative curricula, and partners with 
local and national change agents to provide a pluralistic, content-filled approach to Tarbut Yisrael (Jewish heritage studies) 
that resonates with students in secular Israeli high schools. Be’eri transforms the way countless Israeli students, teachers, 
and government and community leaders lay claim to their Jewish-Israeli identity.

www.beeri.hartman.org.il

About the Shalom Hartman Institute
The Shalom Hartman Institute is a pluralistic center of research and education deepening and elevating the quality 
of Jewish life in Israel and around the world. Through our work we are redefining the conversation about Judaism in 
modernity, religious pluralism, Israeli democracy, Israel and world Jewry, and the relationship with other faith communities. 

www.hartman.org.il

Philanthropic Partners
The Russell Berrie Foundation
Keren Daniel
Maimonides Fund
Mr. Edward Fein
UJA-Federation of New York
Crown Family Philanthropies
Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh
Montreal Federation CJA
The Alan B. Slifka Foundation
The June Baumgartner Gelbart Foundation
Rochester-Modi’in Partnership

Israeli Philanthropic Partners
Keren Nadav
Mr. Alan Feld and Dr. LeeOna Fisher
Ms. Raya Strauss Ben Dror
Lautman Fund

Public Partners
Israel Ministry of Education
Municipality of Haifa
Municipality of Modi’in
Municipality of Be’er Sheva
Municipality of Nazereth Illit
Golan Regional Council
Municipality of Karmiel
Municipality of Or Akiva
Hof HaKarmel Regional Council
Municipality of Herzliya
Municipality of Kiryat Ono


